Funeral in Berlin

A ferociously cool Cold War thriller from
the author of The Ipcress File.Len
Deightons third novel has become a
classic, as compelling and suspenseful now
as when it first exploded on to the
bestseller lists.In Berlin, where neither side
of the wall is safe, Colonel Stok of Red
Army Security is prepared to sell an
important Russian scientist to the West.
British intelligence are willing to pay,
providing their own top secret agent is in
Berlin to act as go-between. But it soon
becomes apparent that behind the facade of
an elaborate mock funeral lies a game of
deadly manoeuvres and ruthless tactics. A
game in which the blood-stained legacy of
Nazi Germany is enmeshed in the intricate
moves of cold war espionage
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Saltzman A ferociously cool fable, even better than The Spy Who Came In From the Cold New York Times Funeral in
Berlin is splendid Daily Telegraph A most Sharp-tongued East End spy Harry Palmer once again finds himself in the
middle of a dangerous situation, this time in East Berlin, where heFuneral in Berlin (1966) on IMDb: Plot summary,
synopsis, and moreFUNERAL IN BERLIN : Watch online now with Amazon Instant Video: Guy Doleman, Oscar
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